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Start Your Own Celebrity Gossip Chat Room For Babies At Home, Children, Kids
And Other Women! NEW YORK, NY -- (Marketwired) -- 04/16/14 -- MEDICI at Ilion

today announced the launch of the new MEDICI VIP (with Baby KiP) service,
bringing all the money saving and baby-friendly features found in its flagship baby
service, with additional unique features that are only available with Baby KiP. The

service provides a rich database of birth parents, hospital information, photos,
descriptions and prices for the two leading birth services for babies in the U.S. --
Cesarean and VBAC. We're proud to partner with Yelp, the world's largest online
review site, to help parents find the best baby service in their neighborhood and
make informed decisions about where to give birth. When it comes to choosing a
birth center and hospital for a home birth, parents often feel as if they're getting
conflicting information -- and that can be confusing and frustrating. Parents also
often worry they'll forget something important before they deliver at the birth

center. With the launch of MEDICI VIP, parents now have all the information they
need to research and compare the two leading birth options for their families

before making a decision about where to give birth. "We created MEDICI VIP to
give parents the best information, the tools to navigate the selection process, and
the peace of mind that comes from knowing everything is taken care of and that

they can focus on delivering their baby," said Maggie Bair, founder of MEDICI. With
this service, parents start their research with the birth parents' book of choice --
their birth partner, written by other parents that had the same experience. Now

parents can search the entire database of birth parents for a birth center or
hospital in their area. Parents then can select a list of the best parents, and then
the best hospital and birth center for their chosen birth method. Parents can also

search for baby photography, birth center reviews and prices for the best prices in
their area for these services. Parents can also review their birth choices and

potential costs for labor support, postpartum supplies, nannies and other care
services. Parents can shop the database to compare the fees of these services for
themselves and their family. Other services that are only available with Baby KiP
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